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An effective means of engaging spectators at live events involves providing real-time information from a variety of sources.
Consumers demand personalized experience; thus, a single channel perspective fails. Modern entertainment must extend to
spectator mobile devices and adapt content to individual interests. Moreover, such systems should take advantage of venue screens
to engage in sharing live information, aggregated socialmedia, etc.We propose a second screen application, providing each audience
member a personalized perspective, involving mobile devices equipped with Wi-Fi, and spanning to venue screens in hotels, halls,
arenas, elevators, etc. Such a system engages both local audience and remote spectators. Our work provides a case study involving
experience from the deployment of such an application at the ACM-ICPCWorld Finals with audiences at the event and around the
world. We analyze and categorize its features, consider its impact on the audience, and measure its demands.

1. Introduction

Sporting matches, conferences, cultural events, elections, de-
bates, concerts, and other live events bring opportunities
for real-time engagement of the audience. The traditional
approach emphases a single stream of information, usually a
television broadcast, with a single source of commentary. The
sequence of actions in the broadcast program cannot accom-
modate a multidimensional perspective; thus, the broadcast
might not fully engage the audience, thereby degrading the
Quality of Experience (QoE). Such an approach is outdated
in the era of on-demand service; [1] proposes augmenting the
mainstream of information with Second Screens.

Second Screen is a display (e.g., smartphone, tablet, and
smartwatch) designed to augment primary viewing by pro-
viding additional content. Such devices are typically mobile
and interactive, allowing content individualization. Exam-
ples include augmenting live sporting events with detailed
statistics on selected players, broadcast television with social
engagement, etc.

It is important to engage the audience and give an option
to participate in the process of information broadcast. Such
an extension makes the event more authentic for the audi-
ence. Moreover, the audience can express and share its own

perspective to others. Furthermore, engaging local audience
members in sharing their experience promotes their view to
the overall audience, possibly expanding the reach to new
followers. There is no single view in Second Screen; users
choose the individual perspective to follow, e.g., following the
live event, digging into detailed information, seeing updated
statistics, etc. An event host should consider Second Screen
to provide the audience with wide-angle perspectives full
of extensive and easy-to-reach information. Such services
power the audience with authentic entertainment impacting
the QoE [1].

The personalization and context-awareness [2] might be
further extended when considering a cosmopolitan audience
with different cultural backgrounds, habits, or pleasure. A
single information channel can only partially satisfy such au-
dience. The Second Screen augments the program and ex-
tends the individual experience.

Present-day event participants usually possess mobile
devices capable of presenting Second Screen services, open-
ing Second Screen interaction to the overall entertainment
environment [3]. Furthermore, nowadays event arenas usu-
ally provide large screens that can become part of the Second
Screen experience by providing a content influenced by the
crowd.
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Integrating social media further engage users in the new
role of mediators that can influence the crowd and crowd ex-
perience. This provides a way to share authentic informa-
tion from a personal perspective, avoiding single (profes-
sional) perspective information since all participants com-
ment and judge.

Here we share our experience from analysis, design, and
production-level deployment of a Second Screen system,
MyICPC, applied to the ACM-ICPC World Finals. As de-
scribed later, this event involves over 1,000 local and over
10,000 remote participants from 115 countries. A variety of
services are provided for the heterogeneous audience, and
this article addresses audience demands and reveals which
services are the most important, based on our case study.
The generalized problem being addressed is the monotony of
traditional, passive spectating, and our view on its transfor-
mation towards future entertainment systems.

While we do not provide an evaluation of usability or user
experience, we show that local audience uses Second Screen
to augment the event experience. We explore particular
factors that impact audience interest in the service utility [4].
Based on the motivational factors, observations and sugges-
tions researched in this paper, we implement a production-
level Second Screen application. The application has been
deployed for several years and accessed by a large audience,
i.e., tens of thousands of users.We study the audience interest
and utilization of our Second Screen application by both local
and remote audience involving various device types.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
survey on related work on Second Screen systems. Section 3
gives background and analysis of information sources or
screens available for services in the venue. Section 4 moves
the attention towards architectural decisions and system de-
sign. A case study sharing practical experience from deploy-
ment is in Section 5.The conclusion and future work close the
paper.

2. Related Work

Considerable works from a variety of perspectives exist for
Second Screen [3–14]. The applicability and research goals
can be classified by the target audience, considering both local
and remote users. We divide related work into multiple sub-
sections. First, we consider Second Screen services for enter-
tainment such as movies or event reproduction for remote
users. Next, discuss the scope of Second Screen applications.
The social media subsection discusses the importance for the
audience. Next, we elaborate Second Screen engagement in
live events. Finally, we address extending spectator experi-
ence.

2.1. Passive Entertainment Reproduction Services. When con-
sidering passive entertainment, researchers address user’s
QoE in a home environment using multiple devices aug-
menting the main TV screen [3, 5, 8, 10]. Research goals
pay attention to video broadcasting and network require-
ments for high-quality streaming of on-demand video [1].
The passive home consumer of entertainment can become
involved through social networks by sharing the experience

[13]. For instance, [3] considers that consumerswould discuss
their movie experience over chat. Second Screen augmenting
traditional TV programming can bring a novel dimension to
sports events with an overlapping program, which is usually
at large events such as the Olympic Games. The authors
[5] evaluate the use of the Olympic Companion application,
collocating viewers to follow multiple simultaneous channels
of sports events providing statistics and allowing switching
them between different devices or move in time.

The study [3], performed in a home environment, in-
volved 260 tablet users, investigating how users incorporate
multiple media into their television viewing experience. The
results indicate only a modest interest in using secondary
screens to digitally share opinions. Naturally, the engagement
of such users is not expected to be significant since they are
only receiving and consuming the entertainment experience,
specifically movies. One must consider that users paying
attention to movie plot on the main TV screen do not neces-
sarily demand interaction. When considering an interactive
environment, the outcome is different. The interpretation of
such results cannot simply generalize to all environments or
to Second Screens. For instance, [4] suggests that environ-
ments involving active spectators create an authentic social
event atmosphere that motivates spectators to attend the
event and share the experience with others over Second
Screen. The Second Screen is also often used to complement
the information provided on the TV screen [12].

A report on a many-screen prototype application for
watching the Olympics, provided by [5], examines users
engaging in a parallel view tomultiple simultaneous channels
and integration with multiple Second Screen devices. Users
canwatch, share, and control highlight programs. In addition,
they can obtain event statistics or replay portions of the
broadcast. While users can watch multiple devices at once,
the authors noted that users become confused and struggle to
maintain comprehension of liveness. The benefit is that users
select content based on their interest, evenwhen there is over-
lap.

The papers [6] and [9] provide a roadmap to the various
applications and features of Second Screen. Its applicability
to the video content interaction involves replays, playback
point selection, or gestures to simplify interaction with the
content. It can bring interaction with social media or deliver
contextual information for the television content. For sport-
ing events, Second Screen usually gives statistics (e.g., about
sports players) to augment the eventwith related information.
Second Screens can mediate these events and provide a
better experience to the home audience with combined inter-
pretation and more authentic narrative structure.

2.2. Scope of Second Screens. There is no strict boundary
that would distinguish Second Screens from computer-aided
assistant-like applications. For instance, consider a situation
of a system similar to Second Screen that helps users to
accomplish certain tasks, e.g., when a visitor aims to navigate
through a large complex hospital. The hospital has its own
navigation system, but for a person with health/emotional
challenges, the navigation might become difficult. A personal
smartphone used for in-house navigation [15] provides a sort
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of Second Screen. Furthermore, the approach can easily adapt
to visitors based on their age or disabilities.

Such systems have a different focus than Second Screen.
For Second Screens, the aim is to improve user experience,
and the other computer-aided system example aims to assist
the user with a particular task. Second Screen is meant as
an augmentation system related to a live event or a stream
of information, while the computer-aided assistant is a more
general, on-demand service focused on individual need or
specific task instead of a social event. To draw a distinctive
example, consider a smartphone hospital navigation system
providing social media service. Such an integration is inap-
propriate. On the other hand, integration to the Second
Screen is a good fit.

2.3. Social Media. Previously, we mentioned interaction
through social media. In particular, when considering active
spectators, we might expect their active involvement in the
mediation of the authentic experience through social media
[4]. Most importantly the crowd not only generates but also
evaluates the authenticity and thus avoids subjective per-
spective, given by traditional mass media. Naturally, Second
Screens should provide the ability to integrate social media
interaction. Moreover, social media integration should be an
integral part of Second Screens.

The role of social media and networking is elaborated in
[3]. Nowadays it competes with the traditional perspective of
mass media. Undoubtedly, mass media can bring a subjective
perspective that is falsely consumed by the audience. Social
media provides a counterpoint for such opinions since all
active participants share real-life and instant experience and
judge opinions of others. A contemporary audience equipped
with mobile devices participates in media crowd sharing
through a variety of channels [16]. This changes the tradi-
tional perspective of living with media into living in media
[17]. The technological growth creates the basis for multi-
modal, self-generated, self-directed, and self-selected mass
media communication [18]. From such a perspective, the
Second Screen seems to have all the prerequisites to become
an instrument to share experience and produce media and
public opinion.The Second Screen should stimulate the audi-
ence interest in publishing personal perspectives [7].Multiple
works consider Second Screens with social media integration
as a good instrument to receive public opinion [14]. In [11]
the authors analyzed tweets that were published related to
TV broadcast and categorize them by their purpose, such
as opinions, interpretations, emotions, attention seeking, or
sharing information.

2.4. Second Screen at Live Events. When considering live
events, the audience divides into active and remote specta-
tors. The active spectators follow the central perspective of
the event and may use Second Screen to augment their event
experience using personal devices, venue screens, projectors,
etc. For remote spectators, Second Screen may act as the
central perspective of the event or become the primary source
of information. Moreover, both groups may interact through
Second Screen; active spectators contribute to the crowds
through social media and mediate the authentic experience
from the event to others.

Research involving Second Screen at live events aims to
bring a new dimension of experience for active spectators
or audience. For instance, the Second Screen application can
accompany live performances in theatres [6] or impact expe-
rience for active spectators in large sporting events [4]. More-
over, Second Screens are applied in museums and galleries
[19]; their deployment takes place at concerts [4], allowing the
performer to interact with the audience to extend the social
impact on the passive audience, while bringing opportunities
for public opinion or voting, etc.

Second Screens may find its role at places that would
traditionally deny the use of any distracting technological de-
vice. Live performances can take advantage of Second Screen
either from the perspective of media sharing or extra content.
When considering video streaming in such events, the mul-
tiangle perspectives, zooming, or playback point selection
abilities potentially improve audience experience [6]. While
previous research shows a certain issue comprehending with
liveness [5] or passivity in Second Screen usage [3], the out-
come from Second Screen usage in live performance, experi-
enced in [6], shows that the audience is able to keep control
over their viewing experiences through the Second Screen
video feed while maintaining a presence in the live perfor-
mance.

Applicability to live sporting events is researched by [4].
Their Active Spectator, as applied to football matches, aims to
improve spectator experience. The expected spectator is an
active participant (a local audience), creating the atmo-
sphere of the entire event. Their highlighted feature is the
ability to access player’s biometrical information as well as
showing statistics. Note that conventional technology in the
arena already employs some Second Screen-like features. For
instance, large displays at sporting events augment with local
experience, with an overlay resembling and, to some extent,
simulating watching the event on television. On the other
hand, such features could become available on-demandwhen
involving individual’s mobile phone, allowing a replay or
selection of available options. Second Screen features might
be inspired by such coexisting elements.

2.5. Spectator Experience Model. What convinces individuals
to attend such events? The authors [4] suggest that the moti-
vating element for the live event seems to be the social atmo-
sphere at the sporting arena. To spectators, it means a great
deal to be part of a large group having a social experience.
Their identification and socializing with other spectators are
perhaps the crucial factor in their engagement with the event.
The personal experience is certainly more than a passive
consumption of the sport itself. Specifically, an active atten-
dance impacts the social aspect. There are three main aspects
that can be taken into account: the sport itself, the event, and
social aspects.

To constitute spectator’s experience at sporting events
and explore the potential of interactive technologies for
active spectating, [4] define spectator’s experience model
(SPEX). The model opens up a broader perspective on the
entire spectator experience and follows the three aspects of
sport, event, and social. The SPEX model is a good instru-
ment to provide a base for Second Screen services. Consider
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Figure 1: The SPEX Model elements constituting the spectator
experience.

a generalized SPEX model illustrated on Figure 1. The sport,
or a particular discipline, has specific rules, but most likely
it also has a history, statistics, and perhaps specific events.
Furthermore, there might be related activities, identification
with other fans, and overall a culture of fans. This all might
involve special forms of cheering teams, support certain mer-
chandise, or suggest some specific instruments supporting
identification. The social part may involve stories and interac-
tionwith fans, aswell as collective solidarity.The event should
give spectators a chance to present themselves, follow certain
traditions, support event specific activities, or compete with
other spectator groups.

2.6. Human Factors: Lurking. Important aspects relevant to
effectiveness of Second Screens can be found in research
on human factors [20, 21]. It is known that online learning
develops through interaction and it is a collaborative process
engaging learners actively. However, there is an effect, known
as lurking impacting the passive audience, which is relevant
to Second Screens. According to [21], up to 90% of online
discussion group participants are lurkers. Lurkers are an
audience that does not actively contribute to the content
and do not produce a post. In [20], the authors consider e-
learning and discuss the voluntary participation in virtual
interaction to improve learning and consider lurking, eval-
uating passive participation. In the learning context “lurkers
are learners who are bystanders to course discussions”. They
lack commitment to the community; however, they receive
benefitswithout giving anything back.This is one explanatory
factor for the effectiveness of Second Screens. In [20], the
authors conclude that a higher degree of visible interactions is
not a precondition for higher learning efficiency and lurking
must be considered in this activity. The passive lurking is
expressed by reading and reflecting on the contribution of all
the participants.

3. Background and Analysis of
Second Screen Applications

For our analysis, we begin by first considering the physical
setup both before and after Second Screen deploy. Next, we

take into account the local and remote audience or the event
information sources. Finally, we evaluate the services and
features that improve the experience using the SPEX model,
generalizing the sports aspect as a discipline.

The physical setup of events is usually as follows. The
event is situated in an arena; it can be a stadium, hotel, con-
ference hall, resort, etc. Such an arena might have restricted
zones, such as VIP, secure, and visitors. Each arena has a set of
resources such as stages, large announcement screens, projec-
tors and TV screens in hallways, elevators, and possibly hotel
rooms. Spectators may (or may not) have a personal device
such a phone, tablet, and personal computer. Each arena
provides at least access to some mobile network and per-
haps even high-density access points with Wi-Fi.

The physical setup for the remote audience is often much
simpler. The audience follows a website, live stream video
broadcast, or social network from a public place such as
school, pub, square, or a private place such as a home. The
physical setup includes TV screen or access to the Internet
with a browsing device.

3.1. An Event without Second Screen. The information sources
of a live event correspond to its schedule.The schedule ismost
likely available on a centralized website, so the main website
and the schedule itself are the most critical parts of infor-
mation sources before the event starts. The schedule gives an
overview and roadmap to subevents and parallel sessions or
stages. There may exist online preevents in which the audi-
ence might participate. At this point, audience interaction
and their grouping are expected through social networks, so
supportive feeds or platforms, such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and VKontakte, are expected
to involve the crowd. The website may provide up-to-date
statistics, speculations, opinions, and perhaps remarks from
the last event.

Once the event starts, we may see the distinction between
local and remote audience. Regarding the local audience,
the old fashion approach might involve program printouts
handed to attendees who themselves follow a static schedule.
This may involve arena screens, showing the actual schedule
information. In this approach, we do not receive any feedback
from the audience nor support their social involvement. Most
likely the audience takes pictures of the venue and posts
them on their personal social profile. The missing piece is
the centralization and online socializing with other attendees.
In this approach, each attendee posting media is to be rather
isolated. Even if we consider, for instance, posting a Twitter
message following a certain hashtag, how do we connect
Twitter users with VKontakte users, Facebook users, etc.?

From another perspective, the event has a well-defined
schedule, professional mediator, and media team providing
pictures and video from the event to the audience through
large arena screens or managing a scoreboard. Here the
audience is not engaged. What if a random participant takes
the best photograph from the world championship? Such a
photograph may have limited public exposure. Furthermore,
specific participant interests are not highlighted in traditional
mechanisms or instruments. Thus, in order to follow specific
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aspects of the event, each participant must assemble relevant
particles himself/herself.

We often see these deficiencies in traditional local par-
ticipation with a static schedule that does not adapt to what
the crowds likes. Next, it does not involve the audience
in public opinion, self-presentation, feedback to certain
subevent, and social network interaction during the event
among various participants.Themissing piece is a centralized
source of information involving professionally made content,
event results, audience-generated content, etc., all allowing
personalization, real-time event processing, and interaction.

The remote audience can follow a TV broadcast, blogger,
Twitter feed, or the event website. The deficiency is similar to
local participation, missing a centralized source of informa-
tion supporting crowd interaction, and possibly missing an
important comment or photograph from the event.

After the event, the media team provides short videos,
blogs, photographs, statistics, and perhaps other articles and
event mentions, accessible through the website. To some
extent, the event website may act as the central place for
information, although integration of other third-party infor-
mation sources is limited. The website plays the main role
whenpublishing information, both before and after the event.
During the event, the website does not play a significant role.
The audience attention flees in all directions. For instance, the
audience follows the event performance, social interaction at
third-party providers, the environment, various social media,
specific blogs, etc.

Figure 2 draws a simplified interaction between infor-
mation sources, information destination, its mediators, and
consumers. The media team has access to the environment.
The team has access to live event information both the public
side and internal information that it interprets and mediates
to the audience. The team then provides such internal or
private information to the website, blogs, or social media.
The local audience has access to public live events and, in
addition, the social interaction in the environment. When
the audience interacts with other sources of information, it
might be relevant to custom social media services, blogs, or
even the website. Thus, the audience may produce content of
broad interest in a distinct space such that it never reaches
other members of the audience. The passive audience is the
consumer of the outcome produced by the media team and
local audience.

3.2. An Event with Second Screen. The Second Screen plat-
form should target a change in the interaction from dis-
tributed to a centralized destination. Similar to the situation
before and after, the Second Screen platform should act as the
website and thus be web accessible. Next, for the live event,
the Second Screen platform should centralize contributions
from social networks, blogs, and media teams, so that the
audience has a single focal point to observe and receive all
the information. The transition to the proposal is illustrated
in Figure 3.

So far we only analyzed and suggested a centralized view
on the interaction among information sources, audience, and
their contribution. We did not analyze the features and the
possible utility of Second Screen, although centralization is
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Figure 3: Emitting information (Second Screen env.).

an important step as it allows us to provide a custom, context-
aware view to an individual. The SPEX model suggests
that the Second Screen platform considers various aspects.
It should consider the discipline and provide statistics of
players’ team or actors, or even past events. The schedule is a
naturally important element as well as rules all in a structured
format so that it is easy to link it to statistics with currently
scoring player or performing actor or even location in the
venue.

To increase motivation to attend the event, the audience
should have the ability to present them. This could be an
ability to register their profile, post comments, pictures, and
video, or be involved in social media showed on Second
Screen. Receiving reaction to their contribution, such as
comments, can socialize fans that may normally not meet in
person. Furthermore, the public feedback can boost moti-
vation for the audience to contribute with a personal per-
spective and view. The audience can cheer for their favorite
team or actor, and the sponsors or organizers can involve the
audience in social quizzes or puzzles to recognize the winner
at the event.
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The Second Screen should provide the mainstream infor-
mation on the event. It can involve video broadcast, active
scoreboard, and an ability to quickly list details or highlight
certain perspectives, angles, or aspects. The crowd in the
social network can react to polls fromorganizers; see statistics
on what the crowd likes or howmany participants are follow-
ing a particular team.

To integrate large screens in the arena, venue, hotel, etc.,
the Second Screen should not only consider a static schedule-
like content but also involve live information from the crowd.
In particular, the crowd posts a large number of social
media and messages reflecting the scenery. The large screens
should display the real-time social media content to further
engage the audience in involvement since individual’s post
appears on the screens. Since the crowd contributes to the
content and interacts with the large screen content, the con-
tent corresponds to the current scene giving an authentic re-
production of the local audience scenery to the remote
audience. At the same time, malicious posts must be filtered
on an automated or a manual basis.

Certain events, such as conferences, can even connect the
social contributors with their profile and possibly identify
their media or professional profile such as LinkedIn. Media
content, such as photographs, can be augmentedwithmetain-
formation to be linked to the schedule and events. In [22], a
gallery system recognizes participant faces in pictures. This
process can be a semiautomated, involving user profile details
with their picture involving automated face recognition in
photographs captured at the event. The audience can list their
personal gallery during or after the event. Furthermore, a
broader media gallery can reconstitute the event with various
details. Moreover, metainformation enables integration of
media content across various features of Second Screen. For
instance, a program event includes photographs from the
event, teams are augmented with venue pictures, winning can
be tracked with its history, or an awarded actor of the night
may be seen the play from various angles when listing actor
details.

The Second Screen is an ideal place for announcements
for events such as free snacks at intermission or an interview
with a famous person.The Second Screen should become the
medium for discussion. For instance, consider a large com-
petition with the sudden decision to disqualify a particular
team. Judges can provide their rationale or respond to the
public.

Next, consider mediators who speculate on who is going
to take the lead in a competition or what not to miss in a
particular performance. For instance, in a live performance or
a concert, the audience is notified that it is about the time that
critics have pointed out as the best part of the night, which can
serve as a narrator or a guide to the show.The Second Screen
should become an instrument to interact with the audience
to receive their immediate feedback since; in live events, a
two-minute delay might be too late to ask how they like a
particular piece or action by the performer.

To summarize, Second Screen features should provide
real-time, on-demand services and allow augmentation of the
event. Moreover, it is an instrument for announcements as
well as a dynamic schedule. It should be possible to access

player details, annual statistics, upcoming events, the map of
the environment, rules, or static content in a structural form
to be able to associate the content with scoring players, etc.
The Second Screen should also aggregate real-time statistics
for augmenting the event. It should have the ability to
present the current scene, for instance, a video broadcasting,
scoreboard, interactive map, etc. Particular attention should
be given to the simplicity of service integration, such as con-
necting a schedule and places with media pictures from the
crowd, and every entry becomes interactive through social
networks. All posts fromblogs, social networks, media teams,
judges, bloggers, etc. should be integrated into a chronolog-
ical timeline. All posts, including audience media, should
appear in a crowd-gallery involving metainformation to asso-
ciate it with time, place, person, team, or social media ac-
count. These media can highlight related textual content
when viewed by the audience.

4. Design and Architecture

The previous sections suggest that Second Screens interact
with both remote and local users. What are the options when
building Second Screens? Some solutions provide dedicated
applications, specific to a given operating system, device, etc.
A dedicated application takes advantage of platform-specific
features in the user interface to support efficient interaction.
There are disadvantages of such native applications. First, the
user has to download and install it. Users are understandably
resistant to installing new applications since they take up
resources and may present security risks. Second, users that
do not have a compatible device cannot use such Second
Screen apps. While one can implement a version of the appli-
cation for each platform, the development costs may be con-
siderable. In addition, one must be willing to actively main-
tain such applications, particularly if they inadvertently intro-
duce a security or system-stability flaw. Thus, for proofs-of-
concepts, the dedicated application options seem reasonable,
but to interest large heterogeneous audience itmight be better
to consider a web application. Various device types such as
phones, tablets, and personal computers, no matter the plat-
form, can access a web application. Recent technologies avail-
able for web provide publish-subscribe mechanism, notifica-
tions, and large content streaming, which is sufficient for
Second Screens.

Web applications usually involve centralized data, inter-
acting with various sources such as social media and blogs,
while having the ability to produce content in real-time. The
presentation part of a Second Screen application should adapt
to various devices such as mobile phones, tablets, personal
computers, large screens, or even smartwatch. The presen-
tation should be responsive, including adjusting to various
screen sizes and asynchronously notifying the user in near
real-time when new information is available.

At the same time, we must expect scaling ability with
respect to the number of users. A large number of media
resources can be involved, including images and videos pos-
sibly demanding for large storage.Thismay require balancing
and routing to content delivery networks. The Second Screen
must have access to the main event information to process
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them. Such information can involve video broadcasting,
direct input from judges or directors, event feed from the in-
ternal control system, current scoreboard information, etc.

Second Screens should take advantages of existing frame-
works involving enterprise architectures [23]. Such platforms
involve multiple tiers, such as client, server, and database
tiers. In order to minimize demands placed on the server tier,
a significant portion of the computational efforts should be
offloaded to client devices. However, we must take into ac-
count the fact that the client may be a smartphone with limit-
ed resources and abilities.

Our experimentation shows that technologies such as
Meteor [24] or Google Web Toolkit [25] are good for inter-
active pages but do not fit all types of phones or even tablets.
In our prototypes, some important pages have a 10+ second
load time due to limited hardware. The other extreme is a
fully server-side page rendering such as JavaServer Faces [26],
but such an approach is not appropriate for real-time applica-
tions. In our prototype evaluation, we found that a framework
like AngularJS [27] allows incremental page additions to
predefined templates and suits to standard nonincremen-
tal dynamic content situations.

The server tier is a 3-layer application [23] involving pre-
sentation, business, and persistence layer. The server tier re-
quires elastic scalability; therefore, the server application
must allow for dynamically expandable computational in-
stances. Given this, the initial design of the application should
consider employing Platform as a Service (PaaS) and enable
its deployment to the cloud.

Some Second Screen server components must be special-
ized. For instance, only one instance of the application should
send emails, parse input from social media, feeds, etc. and
share it with others. One approach is to employ amaster-slave
architecture, where themaster instance parses and broadcasts
all new information through messaging system to other in-
stances. Slave instance then through a full duplex communi-
cation (e.g., web-socket protocol) announces novel informa-
tion to clients. Clients interpret the novel information and
publish it in the user interface. Recent evolution in applica-
tion servers, which aim to support PaaS, strips out the need
for heterogeneity and introduces a singleton service in a clus-
ter environment. Modern application servers interact in the
cluster (e.g., through an Infinispan as suggested by [28]) and
exchange information. This allows dynamically installing the
singleton service to a single node in the cluster. When such
node disappears or fails, the service relocates in the cluster to
another node.

The server tier services should provide both HTML out-
puts and JSON format for dynamic information embedding.
TheSingleton Services involve parsers of various social media
feeds, event feeds with actions from the event, and possibly
other inputs.Themechanism to share information for various
purposes may benefit from event-driven approaches and
messaging systems. For instance, a Twitter message is parsed
and announced to observers that check the message for inap-
propriate content, publish it on the timeline, check whether
the content relates to a social competition, and finally, an ob-
server checks the media attachment and adds it to the gallery.
Each of these observers is independent to the announcer and

other observers, which allows extensibility of services. An
observer may push the received event through a messaging
system, such as Redis [29], to other nodes in the cluster that
further mediate it to the clients. A new client may request
a page that either contains dynamic content that does not
further change or that incrementally updates through the full
duplex communication.When a client visits a page that incre-
mentally updates, the web browser subscribes to listen for
server announcements. Thus, once a message from amessag-
ing system appears, the subscribed client directly announces
a novel content. The advantage of coexisting systems involv-
ing social media is offloading the hosting of media files and
thus delegating the responsibility of content management.

As mentioned previously, Second Screen should consider
spanning its services to use indoor venue screens. The sim-
plest solution is to involve a static schedule. An extended
option is to update the schedule dynamically based on time.
To the engaged audience, the application should consider
displaying live announcements and notifications from social
media and the crowd. For instance, a screen accommodates
up to 16 latest messages and dynamically updates the oldest
with new posts. Most likely Second Screen already processes
various feeds and channels, such as Twitter, YouTube, Insta-
gram, etc.; thus, when a message gets processed and passes
all filters it displays on the screens. This brings motivation to
the crowd to get involved and post individual messages via a
variety of social channels. Themotivation for an individual is
tomake his or her post visible on the screens and this interacts
with the screen and the crowd. Such multisource integration
satisfies a variety of contributes since they can use a different
application to produce the message content. Moreover, it is
a good place for system announcements. In order to control
all screens, while having the connection to a web-based
Second Screen, the administrator must be given the ability
to temporarily change the screen content. Underneath each
screen is a web browser using a full duplex communication or
polling; thus, it is possible to send control messages directly
from the Second Screen and enforce navigation to another
page, etc.

Scalability is one of the most important quality attributes.
Based on our performance experimentation, we provide sug-
gestions based on our observations. There exists a standard
design pattern to deal with transaction management called
Open Session in View (OSIV) [30]. In OSIV, each time a
request appears from the client tier, a new transaction opens
to fetch data from the database by particular services, and
the transaction is kept open until the request fully processes.
This provides an elegant approach to designing application
without manually opening and closing the transaction in the
source code of each method, thereby reducing the volume
of code while maintaining high readability. Unfortunately,
there is a negative side of this pattern. This pattern is used
with persistence frameworks to load and lazy-load data and
their associated collections when necessary. The advantage
is that the responsibility of a manually defined service is
offloaded to a framework programmatically, which is con-
venient; however, we lose control over what data are being
loaded and how they are loaded, which potentially introduces
significant performance issue. It is a considerable difference
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from the performance perspective, to load a single object
versus thousands of others, while not even being aware of it.
Based on our experiments, while OSIV is fine for small audi-
ences, it lacks large scalability so we recommend avoiding it.

Finally, the database tier can involve NoSQL, relational
database, or even both.The target domain, features, and com-
plexity of statistics provided by the Second Screen deter-
mines the specific decision. In the case of complex data
manipulation and table joins, a relational database might suit
better. Based on our experimentation, the relational database
sustains the large load; furthermore, relational databases can
be clustered or use a cache and data virtualization such as
Teiid (http://teiid.jboss.org).

5. Case Study

Our case study focuses on the Second Screen for the World
Finals of the International Collegiate Programming Contest
(ICPC) where the top university students in computing
compete. The annual contests are multitier where teams of
three contestants from the same university are given a set of
algorithmic problems. The team that solves the most prob-
lems in shortest time wins. Annually over forty-thousand
students attend ICPC contests. The World Finals is the final
round, taking place at a single, physical location.

The World Finals event takes five days with a five-hour
contest on the last full day and a practice session on the
previous day. The contest with 120+ teams takes place at
sports arenas or large cultural hallswith all teams in one place.
The students are selected from 100+ countries worldwide to
represent their university.

The venue provides high-speed Wi-Fi and is equipped
with screens in the lobby, hotel rooms, and large projectors in
the contest room.While students compete in designated area,
they are not allowed to use any personal devices or access
the Internet during the contest or practice session. On the
other hand, spectators are free to use any personal device.
Before and after the contest/practice, everybody, including
contestants, staff, coaches, and spectators (both on and off-
site ), can access mobile devices during the entire set of days.

The contest staff has many distinct groups such as jud-
ges and system operations producing various information
streams such as contest scoreboard, media (video, photo, and
blog teams), or analytics to augment the scoreboard and eva-
luating teams, etc. Some of the staff are responsible for pub-
lishing information on social media networks, blogs, pic-
ture galleries, video feed, etc.

In 2013 an initial beta version of Second Screen called
MyICPC was introduced, integrating information sources
such as social media, scoreboard, analytics, and media. The
2014 full version extended the MyICPC with statistics for
teams, contestants, or contest attendees and introduced a
social challenge calledQuest.The rationale behindQuest is to
socially engage attendees with activities during the five days.
Quest gives multiple tasks (Figures 4 and 5) to the local audi-
ence who individually post through social media. Questers
are posting pictures and video on Twitter and Instagram.The
MyICPC provides polls to solicit public opinion. The major

Figure 4: Quest challenges.

Figure 5: Quest leaderboard.

element of the MyICPC is the master timeline (Figure 6) that
integrates all events in a sequence feed and updates in real-
time. Users can follow the schedule with highlighted current
time and a map (Figure 7). A gallery (Figure 9) integrates
social media, photos, and video both from the professional
media team and the crowd. The media team posts pictures
with metadata in it as mentioned in [22], link media content
with a particular team to the team’s statistics (Figure 13),
places in the venue, events in the schedule filtered by person,
team, or event.

To push MyICPC to the venue screens, a special infor-
mation kiosk is provided. This kiosk integrates a variety
of channels and feeds and shows texts, images, and videos
from the audience on the screens. This highlights the current
activities on social networks, presents the current schedule, or
emphasizes notice. In our setup, the kiosk was presented on
screens during registrations, dinners, and other social events.
Sample kiosk contents are provided in Figures 17 and 18.

To accommodate all variations of screen size, MyICPC
uses responsive user interfaces design.The content adjusts for
a range of screen formats. For example, Figure 10 shows the
layout on a large computer screen, while Figure 11 demon-
strates the tablet layout. AngularJS offloads certain computa-
tions to clients, while not demanding enormous resources.
Each user can follow preferred content, such as particular
team candidates that are highlighted when relevant event
occurs (Figure 10). Users can specifically follow the rank
in their region by following a regional map (Figure 8).
The team perspective (Figure 14) provides live updates on
accepted and rejected submissions, rank, passed test cases,

http://teiid.jboss.org
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Figure 6: MyICPC master timeline.

Figure 7: Schedule details page.

media, or even feedback from code analytics on source code
progress (Figure 15). Live updates are displayed in multiple
perspectives such as master scoreboard (Figure 12), com-
pressed scorebar (Figure 16), world map (Figure 8), timeline
(Figure 6), individual team perspectives, kiosk (Figure 18),
etc. Figures 6–18 show selected perspectives of MyICPC.

In our study, we raise these questions to answer regards
Second Screens:

(i) (Specialization) How interested is the local audience?
(ii) (Applicability) How applicable is the Second Screen

to the global audience?
(iii) (Handle scale) What is the audience size?
(iv) How does the directed social gaming impact the

social media events?
(v) Which device types are the most dominant and what

are the technical characteristics of such devices, e.g.,
screen resolution and browser.

(vi) What is the SPEX classified feature popularity in a
given time frame for the event?

(vii) How do feature interests differ between local and
remote audience?

(viii) Are there any differences evaluating features by page
views or visit time?

(ix) How does the device type influence the feature popu-
larity?

At the time of publication, MyICPC was used four times
at the World Finals and eight times in regional contests. In

Figure 8: Interactive score world map.

Figure 9: Media gallery with metadata.

Figure 10: Scoreboard for desktop.

Figure 11: Scoreboard for mobile/tablet.

the following sections, we consider access statistics harvested
from the World Finals 2014-16. We consider audience access
patterns for particular MyICPC perspectives to answer the
above questions. The statistics involve MyICPC instances
deployed for the 2014 Finals inYekaterinburg, Russia; the 2015
Finals in Marrakesh, Morocco; and 2016 Finals in Phuket,
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Figure 12: Scoreboard real-time updates.

Figure 13: Team statistics and history.

Figure 14: Team score statistics.

Figure 15: Code analytics

Figure 16: Scorebar.

Figure 17: Kiosk content I.

Figure 18: Kiosk content II.
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Thailand. For our evaluation, we consider the five days prior
to the World Finals competition, the competition day itself
and one day after for a total of seven days. For example, at
the 2016 World Finals, we collected data starting May 14 and
ending May 20. Collection for this period starts and ends
at the 00:00 of the current local time zone (UCT+7). The
statistics are gathered by Google Analytics [31], and Sec-
tion 5.7 explains how the statistics are determinedwith details
on the threats to validity.

5.1. Access Statistics. Table 1 gives a summary of the access
data in multiple perspectives segments, such as the total
audience in the considered period, contest day the audience,
peak audience in an hour, average session time, number of
sessions, and the total number of processed events.

The first segment local audience shows various audience
perspectives across the years. The three lines show the regis-
tered attendees with the comparison to the audience visiting
the organization website andMyICPC.While in the first year
theMyICPC audience outnumbered the other monitored en-
tries in the second and third years, it was around two hundred
less than the number of registered attendees and 62-73% of
the organization website audience.

The remote audience comparison between the MyICPC
and organization website ranged from 37-48%, which is
less than the proportion for the local audience. The local
audience is understandably lower than remote, although this
is related to the local event attendees each year. Please note
that multiple participants traveled throughout the considered
period of time and thus they count to both remote and local
numbers.

When considering the years, there are significant growths
of the total audience for both entries. The total audience pro-
portion considering MyICPC and the organization website
gives 44%, 38%, and 49% in years 2014-16. This provides a
good base estimate to carry out when one considers building
a Second Screen for a particular community.Moreover, in our
case, there are over four thousand new remote visitors each
year and the proportion of local to registered audience re-
mains almost constant, except 2014, which we discuss later
in this section.

The contest day segment of Table 1 shows the contest
day audience details. Considering the total audience number,
the contest day itself makes the portion of 67-76% of the
entire considered contest period. It is 68-77% portion for the
remote audience and 48-54% portion for the local audience.
Furthermore, notice that the contest day remote audience
doubled over the considered years.

The important entry about scalability is the peak number
of users per hour. It is important to know the scale to
accommodate resources which will be utilized to serve the
demands. From 2014 to 16 the peak audience in an hour grew
up to 3’318 users per hour in the contest time. While the
remote audience peak in an hour grew, the local audience
peak reduced to half, although we consider a deviation in the
2014 local audience.

The statistics so far do not say much about the time spent
on a page. For this evaluation, Google Analytics provides
us with details on an average user session time and the total

number of sessions per user. The local audience has longer,
almost twice as long session. Moreover, the local audience
has twice as many sessions than the remote audience. This
behavior is related to the system features and content that
are more focused on the local audience (Quest), e.g., sharing
media.

Another considered criterion is the total number of
processed events by theMyICPC, which considers the contest
dates and include messages from Twitter, Instagram, Vine,
administrator, etc. Next, we consider the impact of the
social game, Quest, on social media, in particular on Twitter
messages. Quest is the main motivation to be active on social
media, in particular, Twitter, and targets the local audience,
which targets the number of sessions per local user. The
last segment in Table 1 shows the total number processed
Twitter messages (with event hash) and also Quest-related
messages (with both event and Quest hash). The statistics do
not include Retweets messages or the long-term impact on
social media. The number of Quest messages creates around
35-59%of the total Twittermessages. To depict the time effect,
as of January 1, 2017, the Marrakesh Twitter with Retweets has
grown to 16’329 messages and the Quest messages to 7’034.

From Table 1 we find answers to our questions above.
Specifically, it shows the local MyICPC audience in the con-
trast to the organization website and the registered attendees,
from which we can derive the portion of the local audience
engage with MyICPC (62-100% of the organization website
audience). The remote audience is significantly larger, even
though, the local audience spendsmore time on theMyICPC.
In 2016 there was an audience of 1’307 users each with an
average of 3.11 sessions lasting on average 15 minutes and 10
sec. This indicates that each local user spent over 47 minutes
on the MyICPC. In 2015 it was almost an hour. The audience
ratio ranges from 5.6 to 15.8 in favor of the remote audience.
This answers Questions (i) and (ii).

The important observation is the peak number of visitors
in a particular time frame.The peak number of visitors makes
the system administer the critical information on system
resource demands. In our case, 3’218 users visited the system
during the peak hour. The peak day had the load of sixteen
thousand unique visitors. Considering the program across
the years in Table 1 we may expect up to twenty thousand
visitors in the peak day and around three and half thousand
users in the peak hour. This answers our Question (iii).

At this point, wemight be interested in the audience daily
load. Figure 19 shows the remote and local audience load in
a given day, relative to the contest, plotted on a logarithmic
scale. Moreover, we see all the considered years 2014-2016
that have similar characteristics. We can note the different
progression for the remote audience that peaks around the
contest day, while the local audience load spreads across the
days.

Considering the total events processed; approximately 35-
59% of Twitter messages are Quest-related messages, which
shows Quest’s significant impact on social media, in particu-
lar, Twitter. Moreover, Quest is played by the local audience,
and thus around 50% of social media produced from the
event in 2016 is stimulated by Quest, which is remarkably
high percentage and answers Question (iv).
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Table 1: World Finals 2014-16 statistics.

Yekaterinburg
2014

Marrakesh
2015

Phuket
2016

Local audience
Local registered attendees 1’227 1’170 1’544
Local audience at organization website 2’006 1’586 1’780
Local audience MyICPC 2’027 977 1’307

Remote audience
Remote audience at organization website 28’230 41’447 41’593
Remote audience MyICPC 11’288 15’500 20’095

Total audience
Total audience at organization website 29’991 42’718 43’043
Total audience MyICPC 13’153 16’333 21’204

Contest day
Contest day local audience 1’092 472 711
Contest day remote audience 7’748 11’640 15’419
Contest day total audience 8’814 12’099 16’019

Peak in hour
Max local visitors in one hour 230 140 115
Max remote visitors in one hour 1’576 2’816 3’117
Max total visitors in one hour 1’806 2’929 3’218

Average session
Average user session - local [mm:ss] 11:25 15:38 15:10
Average user session - remote [mm:ss] 7:02 10:21 7:45
Average user session - total [mm:ss] 8:11 10:59 8:33

Number of session
Sessions per user – local 3.35 3.72 3.11
Sessions per user – remote 1.69 1.72 1.69
Sessions per user - total 1.96 1.86 1.79

Total events
Events processed 5’615 4’305 7’057
Twitter messages (excludes Rerweets) 4’290 3’876 6’539
Quest messages (excludes Retweets) 1’491 2’057 3’832
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Figure 19: Daily remote/local audience load for the 2014-2016 year.

Next, we aim to answerQuestion (v) and show the charac-
teristics of the particular audience group. Tables 2–4 show
details on the remote and local audience details and pro-
portion of devices, characteristics, operating systems, and
browsers. In particular, we can see that the dominant device
type is a desktop for the remote audience, although they use
a rather high percentage of mobile phones and this trend
has grown over the years. This trend must be considered
in the user interface design of future systems. On the other
hand, the local the audience tends to limit the tablet use and
the percentage of phones and desktops is similar in favor of
desktops the last year.

Similarly, Windows is the dominant platform; however,
Android almost doubled between 2014 and 2016 for the
remote audience. For the locals, iOS lost dominance, while
Windows gained the popularity. The pallet of screen resolu-
tions is dominated by 1366x768 for the remote, and 360x640
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Table 2: World Finals 2014-16 total audience details (TOTAL).

Yekaterinburg (2014) Marrakesh (2015) Phuket (2016)
Desktops 75% 74% 70%
Mobiles 20% 23% 27%
Tablets 5% 3% 3%
1
𝑠𝑡 operating system Windows 54% Windows 50% Windows 48%
2
𝑛𝑑 operating system Android 13% Android 17% Android 21%
3
𝑟𝑑 operating system Mac 11% Mac 13% Mac 12%
4
𝑡ℎ operating system iOS/Linux 11% Linux 12% Linux 11%
1𝑠𝑡 web browser Chrome 60% Chrome 63% Chrome 67%
2
𝑛𝑑 web browser Firefox 16% Firefox 15% Firefox 13%
3
𝑟𝑑 web browser Safari 13% Safari 11% Safari 10%
1
𝑠𝑡 screen resolution 1366x 768 32% 1366x 768 31% 1366x 768 30%
2
𝑛𝑑 screen resolution 1920x1080 11% 1920x1080 13% 1920x1080 14%
3
𝑟𝑑 screen resolution 1440x 900 7% 1440x 900 7% 360x 640 12%

Table 3: World Finals 2014-16 total audience details (REMOTE).

Yekaterinburg (2014) Marrakesh (2015) Phuket (2016)
Desktops 81% 76% 71%
Mobiles 16% 21% 26%
Tablets 3% 3% 3%
1
𝑠𝑡 operating system Windows 59% Windows 51% Windows 49%
2
𝑛𝑑 operating system Linux 12% Android 16% Android 21%
3𝑟𝑑 operating system Mac 11% Mac 12% Mac 12%
4
𝑡ℎ operating system Android 11% Linux 12% Linux 11%
1
𝑠𝑡 web browser Chrome 64% Chrome 63% Chrome 68%
2
𝑛𝑑 web browser Firefox 17% Firefox 15% Firefox 14%
3
𝑟𝑑 web browser Safari 9% Safari 10% Safari 9%
1
𝑠𝑡 screen resolution 1366x 768 35% 1366x 768 31% 1366x 768 31%
2
𝑛𝑑 screen resolution 1920x1080 12% 1920x1080 14% 1920x1080 14%
3𝑟𝑑 screen resolution 1440x 900 7% 1440x 900 7% 360x 640 12%

Table 4: World Finals 2014-16 local audience details (LOCAL).

Yekaterinburg (2014) Marrakesh (2015) Phuket (2016)
Desktops 763 38% 478 49% 660 50.5%
Mobiles 958 48% 411 42% 567 43.5%
Tablets 275 14% 88 9% 82 6%
1
𝑠𝑡 operating system iOS 33% Android 28% Windows 29%
2𝑛𝑑 operating system Android 27% iOS 23% Android 27%
3
𝑟𝑑 operating system Windows 20% Windows 22% iOS 22%
1
𝑠𝑡 web browser Chrome 37% Chrome 56% Chrome 60%
2
𝑛𝑑 web browser Safari 35% Safari 24% Safari 25%
3
𝑟𝑑 web browser Firefox 10% Firefox 13% Firefox 9%
1
𝑠𝑡 screen resolution 320x568 12% 1366x768 17% 360x 640 18%
2
𝑛𝑑 screen resolution 1366x768 12% 360x640 16% 1366x 768 15%
3
𝑟𝑑 screen resolution 320x480 11% 1280x800 7% 1920x1080 9%
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for the locals. This requires the responsive user interface de-
sign considering a broad range of resolutions, with the con-
tent visible and attractive.

Specifically, the local audience that we measure and sum-
marize in Table 4 tends to be more mobile-oriented, but still,
in the last two years, desktops lead usage.There is a significant
competition among Windows, Android, and iOS over the
year. This shows that building a single operating-system-
oriented the application does not address the wide-range of
the audience.While the Chrome browser is still the dominant
browser, a significant portion of the audience uses Safari and
thus web application must be compatible across a wider range
of web browsers. In future we expect the screen resolution to
get higher with the trends of modern mobile phones.

When we return back to Table 1, we already mentioned
the annual growth in the remote audience but also note the
reduction of the local audience in 2015. What could be the
reason behind this? Unfortunately, there is no simple answer.
Thus, we provide some conjecture points.The 2014 event took
place in Russia, and the Russian teams are repeat champions,
which may have played a role in increased interest. Next, the
Yekaterinburg venue took place in a public stadium in the
city center withmassmedia and local host university support,
while Marrakesh was in the private Palmeraie Resort, distant
from the center of Marrakesh. In 2016 the physical deploy-
ment was similar to 2014. Another possible explanation could
be that in 2014 the host provided all attendees with a prepaid
data plan SIM-card.This allowed them to use their phone and
access Internet in any public location in Russia. The usage of
mobile phones almost doubles in 2014 over the other years,
and this could play a role in the attendee involvement. Specif-
ically, for the 2014 event, Google Analytics identifies 145 local
visitors accessing through GPRS service provider, but only 2

in 2015 and 42 in 2016. In 2014, 123 mobile network visitors
out of the total 145 used the SIM provider distributed by the
host.

5.2. SPEX Model Classification of MyICPC Features. The
SPEX model provides a good base for features to support in-
teraction. In this section, we classify the MyICPC features
according to the model.

The MyICPC supports social involvement for the local
audience with Quest (Figures 4 and 5) and timeline (Fig-
ure 6).The audience can direct social messaging to particular
events (Figure 10), teams (Figure 13), or schedule (Figure 7)
using hash-tags. Their posts are distributed to particular
pages based on these hash-tags. The media shared with the
posts are aggregate and in a gallery (Figure 9). The MyICPC
also provides statistical information on teams (Figure 14) and
members. Next, the schedule is provided with its program,
locations, or even a bus plan (Figure 7). It also integrates blogs
and polls. The competition populates events on the timeline
or scoreboard (Figure 12), scorebar (Figure 16), interactive
map (Figure 8), code analytics (Figure 15), and live stream
video. Detailed views on particular team submissions (Fig-
ure 14) or problem solutions are provided as well as code ana-
lytics predictions from team submissions. Each team has a
profile, where the team problem submissions can be tracked,
providing teams pictures, team history, etc.

We select the most popular pages by the access statistics,
elaborated in the later section, and classify them by SPEX. For
each considered page, we highlight the aspect of the discipline
[𝐷], event [𝐸], or social involvement [𝑆] which matches the
SPEX model. Moreover, we annotate the page’s option to
provide a personalized view [𝑃].

Scoreboard [𝐸 | 𝐷 | 𝑆 | 𝑃]

Presents real-time actual score during the contest or practice contest, relates to the main
event. Allows highlighting particular teams and following their updates.
Quest [𝐸 | 𝑆 | 𝑃]

Social media game involving solving tasks for the local contest participants.
Team statistics and history [𝐸 | 𝐷 | 𝑆 | 𝑃]

Details on teams, members, integrate social media, photographs, submissions or code
analysis.
Timeline [𝐸 | 𝐷 | 𝑆]

Integrates all events and notifications to a time-ordered, self-updating timeline. Highlights
events from schedule and supports interaction by prefiled links to each notification.
Live stream [𝐸 | 𝐷]

Live video broadcast.
Code analytics [𝐸 | 𝐷]

Related to the contest/practice providing insight information on teams source code analysis.
Scorebar [𝐸 | 𝐷 | 𝑆]

Graphical compressed version of scoreboard fits to screen.
Interactive map [𝐸 | 𝐷]

Graphical highlight of score on World map or Regional map.
Problem view [𝐸 | 𝐷 | 𝑆]

Highlights global view on code changes in last 5 minutes, submitted problems and their
accept/reject ratio with specific submission details.
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Schedule [𝐸 | 𝑆 | 𝑃]

Event program with links to venue, map allowing personalizing the schedule.

5.3. Audience Temporal Interest Classification. We consider
two audience dimensions, the local versus remote audience
and their interaction in a certain time frame. Certain func-
tionality boosts the interests and user involvement before,
during, and after the main event, the actual contest.

For instance, Quest (Figures 4 and 5) supports the local
audience interaction before the contest and so does the time-
line (Figure 6). Since audience can direct social messaging to
particular events (Figure 10), teams (Figure 13), or schedule
(Figure 7), they have a certain control over the content. At
the same time, administrators can restrict the posts.

Certain features impact the local / remote audience before
the event, during the main event, and after it. In order to eva-
luate the audience interest and classify it by the time frame
and location, we select the most popular pages and process
them by the access statistics.

In particular, there are two possible statistics to consider.
The total page hits or the page visit time.The page hits fit well
to static pages. Since the MyICPC pages are interactive, using
push technology, they allow the user to follow automated page
updates with no page redirects or reloads. For this reason, we
focus on the statistics involving page visit time.This considers
the time spent on a page until a page redirects or reload
happens.The details of the evaluation are provided in the next
section.

5.4. Statistics on Feature in Terms of Time at Page. Next, we
draw the audience interest, in particular, MyICPC features
on given pages. These statistics consider the local and remote
audience during a slightly different period that considered
earlier.The 2015 Finals are considered.The period considered
in this section divides into 120 hours before the contest, 10
hours during the contest (3 hours before and 2 hours after
it counted to this fragment), and 38 hours after the contest.
Table 5 presents the main highlights and the following text
provides details.

The local audience spent almost one thousand hours on
MyICPC, 67% before the main event, 28% during the main
event, and only 5% after. Quest is the dominant feature with
45% of the audience time and even 62% of the time before
the event. The scoreboard is the most dominant during the
event, but overall it is high as the second most popular
feature with 24% of the audience attention. The popularity of
the scoreboard during the main event is a remarkable 62%.
The team statistics and history, timeline, and schedule receive
significant local audience interest. While the team statistics
and history keep the popularity throughout the considered
time frames, the timeline loses the audience during the main
event. Moreover schedule is used mostly before the main
event. Other pages give only marginal interest to the local
audience.

In comparison, the remote audience shows significant
differences. In total, the audience spent 4’601 hours on
MyICPC with the division onto 10% before, 70% during, and
20% after the main event. Most importantly 74% of the time,

the audience followed the scoreboard. This correlates to the
local audience interest and the characteristics from Figure 19.
Themost obvious is the lack of interest inQuest, which has the
goal and purpose to get local audience attention. Even though
Quest gets higher attention before the event, the overall drops
to marginal. A long gap after the scoreboard is followed by
the team statistics and history with rather constant interest
12%. The timeline gets the remote audience attention mostly
before the main event and settles on 4% during the main
event. Other features, such as code analytics, schedule, or live
stream receives only marginal interest. The statistics show
rather conservative interests of the remote audience.

From the SPEX model perspective, Quest relates to the
event and mostly to the social aspect of the local audience.
Scoreboard is related to the event and discipline; it supports
the social aspect, but much less than Quest. The timeline,
which is similar to Quest, is the central location for the social
interaction; moreover, the content is related to the event
and the discipline. For the team statistics and history, the
discipline is the dominant aspect; the event and social aspects
are rather secondary. Schedule is related to the event aspect,
and its marginal part is the social involvement. This gives the
answer to Question (vi).

Furthermore, we must highlight that the SPEX model
does not target the remote audience. Additionally, Table 5
shows the differences in the interests in features for the remote
and local audience and answers the Question (vii).

Finally, we answer Question (viii) considering Table 5.
From the page visits statistics, scoreboard has shown only
13% interest of the local audience and 48% for the remote
audience. The page visit time shows a significantly higher
proportion. The reason behind this is that users load it once
and follow the page push updates. On the contrary, team
statistics and history indicate high interest for the remote
audience by page visits, reaching 24%, but the time on the
page is half, similarly to timeline with page visits 9% remote
audience interest in the pages, but with the time one page only
a half. Both statistics can give specific perspective, although
the time on page fits better to the interactive applications
using push communication. For completeness, we show the
page visit statistics in Table 6.

5.5. Event Statistics by Time on Page and Device. In this sec-
tion, we consider the contest statistics and page popularity
with respect to time on page by a particular device type to
answer the Question (ix). These statistics involve the 2015
World Finals. We consider the time of five hours during the
contest for both local and remote audience. Next, we also
consider the 120 hours before the event for the local audience.
The summary and overview are provided by Table 7.

Themain event has similar distribution of device types for
the local audience. The top feature is scoreboard. The desktop
users show higher interest in timeline and teams statistics and
even live stream; on the other hand, they had less interest
in scoreboard than others. Even though the mobile phones
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Table 5: Page visit time statistics [%].

Local audience Remote audience
Feature Total Before During After Total Before During After
Hourly distribution [h] 948 632 268 47 4’601 466 3’219 916
Quest 45 62 8 34 1 23 <0.5 2
Scoreboard[practice] 24 7 62 36 74 27 75 73
Timeline 10 10 2 10 4 17 4 5
Team stat. & history 9 9 12 13 12 16 11 12
Schedule 6 7 2 3 1 5 1 1
Live stream 1 <0.5 2 <0.5 1 3 1 <0.5
Scorebar 1 <0.5 1 2 1 <0.5 1 1
Code analytics 1 1 2 <0.5 2 2 2 1

Table 6: Page view statistics [%].

Local audience Remote audience
Feature Total Before During After Total Before During After
Visits distribution - 79 16 5 - 18 56 26
Quest 53 62 13 30 5 17 2 4
Scoreboard[practice] 13 6 42 25 48 21 54 50
Team stat. & history 11 10 17 20 24 31 22 23
Timeline 10 9 12 12 9 15 6 9
Schedule 6 9 1 1 2 2 1 2
Problem view <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 4 <0.5 4 5

Table 7: Time on page by device, time fragment, and audience.

Event frame 5 hours during event 120h before the event
Audience Local Remote Local
Device Mobile Tablet Desktop Mobile Tablet Desktop Mobile Tablet Desktop
Total audience[-] 122 35 114 1’219 174 4’775 298 61 381
Page/feature [%]
Scoreboard 73 70 60 77 81 74 6 10 9
Quest 8 7 4 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 65 70 57
Timeline 6 8 10 6 7 4 9 4 12
Teams stat. 6 11 12 7 7 12 10 3 8
Schedule <0.5 2 2 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 7 8 7
Live stream <0.5 2 4 2 <0.5 1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Scorebar 2 <0.5 <0.5 2 <0.5 1 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5
Code analytics 2 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 2 <0.5 <0.5 2

have limited screen resolution; they followed the scoreboard
themost. Interestingly enough, the local audience had interest
in Quest, while the remote had almost none.

Themost dominant device type for the remote audience is
desktop, with almost four times as many devices thanmobiles.
Tablet usage ismarginal.There is the same interest in themain
feature scoreboard. The desktop local audience users more
followed the team statistics and history. On the other hand,
desktop users followed much less the timeline than the local
audience. We can see different interest in Quest during the
main event between both audiences.

For the local audience before the contest, there is a similar
distribution for mobiles and desktops and few tablet users.
Naturally, the screen size differs as well as the ability to
interact. Mobile and tablet users were more active in Quest.
This is mostly because of Twitter app integration, which uses
the embedded camera for messaging. The desktop users fol-
lowed the timeline more than others. Tablet users were most
active in Quest and followed the timeline and team statistics
and historymuch less than others.

Both statistics during the main event show the impor-
tance of the scoreboard; other features and pages are only
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Figure 20: Local audience using MyICPC.

Figure 21: Real-time scoreboard in action.

secondary when considering the main event. It seems benefi-
cial to provide the team statistics and history and the timeline
and for the local audience additional entertainments such as
Quest, but other functionalities raise marginal interest to the
audience.

To compare the interests for the local audience in different
time frames, Table 7 provides both the main event and before
event perspectives. We may notice the flip from Quest and
scoreboard during the main event as well as increased interest
for the schedule. Figure 20 shows the local audience using
MyICPC at the World Finals. Figure 21 shows the real-time
progress on scoreboard on amobile phone during the contest.

5.6. Discussion of Study Results. Our aim in the study was
to demonstrate a real production system that reflects our
architecture and design suggestions and evaluates the audi-
ence interests and characteristics. The system considers many
features based on the SPEX model. The evaluation should
give the reader practical feedback on audience properties
and interest. In the study, we consider both remote and
local audience, since their interest differs. We consider their
devices, screen sizes, operating systems, and even web browsers
showing that the Second Screen should expect quite het-
erogeneous client devices and platforms. Thus, building a
native application, e.g., an Android app, would reduce the
audience scope only to approximately 20-30%. Next, the
design investment should consider various screens ranging
from 320x480 to 1920x1080, while future systems may expect
to increase the lower bound resolution range. In case of web

applications, they must be optimized for various web brows-
ers.

Specifically, when addressing local audience, we expected
that the target device is a portable device such asmobilephone
or tablet, but our evaluation shows significant use of desktops.
This might be influenced by the domain since it is hard
to imagine spectator with notebooks in football match. To
boost andmediate the participant interaction a social gaming
preceding the main event seems like a great instrument. In
our case, Quest is the source of almost 50% of all processed
events. We should point out that these events do not only
impact the Second Screen but also all participants social
network allowing distant friends to share the individual’s
experience. The evaluation of the rest of considered system
features shows that the audience mostly uses core features, in
particular scoreboard and team statistics and history.The local
audience shows demands for event-related information such
as schedule and timeline.

Based on the timing, we can expect that remote audience
waits for the main scoreboard and in the meantime monitors
the local audience activity on the Second Screen, but the peak
audience arrives for the main event. Local audience shows
a nice transition from the social gaming interests before the
event into the main event interest once the right time comes.
Naturally, from the local audience perspective there are more
demands on the variety of features. Finally, many of provided
features consumed a lot of time and investment to develop
but receive only a marginal interest from the audience.

There are not really significant interest variations for
users with particular devices. Even the mobile phone users
access mostly the scoreboard no matter the screen size. There
might be additional support for particular devices from third
parties, such as Twitter app integrating phone camera and
the Second Screen should take advantage of them. There is
perhaps one interesting deviation in the local audience with
desktops and it is the interest in the live stream video. This
might be related to users sitting in less convenient locations
or hallways following the show privately.

5.7.Threats to Validity. Next, we discuss the threats to validity
regarding the study result outcome as well as the possible
generalization of results. We divide the text into internal and
external validity.

Internal validity: the source of information that we base
our evaluation on is a production-level service, Google Ana-
lytics, used in industry and research [32]. Unfortunately, this
does not guarantee the correctness of the statistical results
[31]. We use the free version of the services that has limita-
tions. The paper [31] shows limitations that are related to
the total hit limit per month 10 M (page view/event), table
aggregation, 500 hits per session, limited event tracking, and
revenue strategies, etc. Fortunately, we do not cross the limits.

For Google Analytics, each page loaded by the end user
contains a small JavaScript fragment that contacts Google
Analytics service indicating the application key accompanied
by HTML5 statistics on performance and context. Google
Analytics identifies users through the client IDfield, a unique,
randomly generated string that gets stored in the browser’s
cookies. This allows Google Analytics to identify users across
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multiple sessions, even when IP address changes, but not
across multiple browsers or devices.

The paper [31] admits Google Analytics inaccuracies. For
instance, client-side caching orweb accelerators can cache the
pages and thus not count repeated visits. Robots and web-
crawlers are counted, and over a long sampling interval, this
over-counting can be drastic, although our interval was short.
Pages with JavaScript errors halt the processing and thus will
not show in the statistics, although this is not our case. Cer-
tain users with disabled JavaScript (e.g., 2.6% in US based on
[31]) will be not counted. Certain firewalls can remove some
tags or cookies. In such cases, only the IP address is counted,
but [31] states that users can dynamically receive different IP
addressed from their Internet service Provider or due to relo-
cation. Users can delete cookies and thus impact the statistics.
Thepaper [31] emphasizes thatmeasuring uniqueweb visitors
is fraught with many problems, mostly relevant to longer
periods of days and to lost/blocked/removed cookies. Fortu-
nately, our sampling period was not long. Another significant
issue is browsing in the incognito mode that skews the statis-
tics, as cookies are not kept across browser sessions. The uni-
que user calculation issue is mostly related to statistics for
users with multiple devices or users sharing devices.

A study evaluating accuracy of the Google Analytics per-
formed in (http://www.blastam.com/blog/index.php/2013/02/
can-you-trust-your-google-analytics-data) suggests that vis-
its statistics show variation in accuracy 0.89-1.46%. The
results are much worse for transactions, revenue, or e-com-
merce conversion rate, which we did not consider in the
study. While not considering full accuracy on the sta-
tistics fromGoogle Analytics, it gives us a reasonable approx-
imate feedback on the audience. The classification to Mobile/
Table/Desktop users gives us a detailed statistic on user de-
vices, operating systems, or flash versions.

We also need to emphasize the way Google Analytics
determines time on page, which is perhaps the biggest threat
to validity. It considers page transitions, where the transition
to a next page determines time spent on the current page. On
the last page, there is no next page so the time on page ends
when the user opens the last page, which skews the statistics.
In the extreme case user only visits a single page, the page visit
count is 1 but the time on page is 0! In our case if the last page
was interactive, such as timeline, scoreboard, scorebar, map,
and problem view, the time on page is counted 0; thus, our
statistics reports a lower bound with respect to time. At the
same time, the total number of visitors can be lower.

External validity: our application is representative of a
real-world application. The features provided by the applica-
tion reflect the suggestions given by related work and their
base reflects SPEXmodel.The example is specific to program-
ming contests, although other contexts for the event such
as conferences, sports matches, or exhibitions are expected
to provide similar features and deal with similar issues or
audience distribution. We cannot say that our representation
reflects all aspects of future Second Screens. Our example
demonstrates practical use and production experience with a
Second Screen application. The locations ofWorld Finals rep-
resent two particular scenarios providing real-world results.
We believe that many noncomputing aspects play a role in

the usage by the audience, such as cultural and economic
factors or Internet access. The study considered computer-
savvy users, as we believe that top programmers and IT staff
(participants of the evaluated events) more likely use similar
application.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we analyze factors impacting audience involve-
ment and interest in using a Second Screen application. We
consider a wide spectrum of audiences, such as home users
and active audience using a mobile device as well as regular
attendees of the events.

We suggest what to consider when performing an analysis
of a Second Screen application that can be accessed by users
through conventional web browsers.These users can use their
mobile or even desktop devices while receiving real-time
services adapting to various contexts, interests, or screens
serving both the local and remote audience.

We share a case study involving a Second Screen appli-
cation called MyICPC. The study involves a large event,
the World Finals in Programming. We described particular
details on available features and evaluate audience interest
considering different time frames, local versus remote audi-
ence, or given devices. Out of the statistics provided by
Google Analytics, we believe that the majority of the local
audience used MyICPC to augment their live experience. We
demonstrate audience interest in certain features. In partic-
ular, we emphasize interest of the local audience that spent
the most time with the social game Quest with peak interest
before the event. The scoreboard received the highest remote
audience interest during themain event.The remote audience
seems to be more conservative than the local. While there
are differences in certain interests among the audience such
as the schedule page usage, the case study shows that the
main design interest should be placed to features such as the
scoreboard and social gaming before the event, the timeline,
the team statistics, and historical data, and to the schedule.
Other features received unimportant audience interest.

Second Screen applications seem to be an evolutionary
step to augment large events and venues. Nowadays spec-
tators equipped with ever-improving mobile devices aim to
receive the best perspectives, information from the event, or
augmenting information. All these services provided through
Second Screen increase the quality of their experience. Sec-
ond Screen applications can impact new audiences and moti-
vate passive users to contribute to their personal experience
to the crowd media. Furthermore, this article highlights the
benefits, potential, and motivation elements for such applica-
tions.While having the production-level experience, we share
our design decisions so that reader may avoid prototyping
issues. Next, in a particular context, we demonstrate the
application of discussed features that support the social/event
and discipline aspects of the audience. Finally, we show the
real-world audience interest distribution to considered pages
with described functionality.

This research contributes to the area of Second Screen
applications and their utilization for various events to impact
individuals from various angles, providing a personalized

http://www.blastam.com/blog/index.php/2013/02/can-you-trust-your-google-analytics-data
http://www.blastam.com/blog/index.php/2013/02/can-you-trust-your-google-analytics-data
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form of experience. From the future perspective, there is
a high potential for utilization for learning purposes. For
instance, it can improve educational settings and be used dur-
ing conferences or even in the classroomwhenmultiple chan-
nels can augment themainstreamof information for the audi-
ence.
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